Lessons taught separately to our Stone Age topic
will be:









English
Maths
Science
Computing
PE
Spanish
RE
PSHE

As readers we will…
…make inferences based on the text we are reading
…examine and understand the meaning of vocabulary
in context
…retrieve answers to questions from fiction and nonfiction text
…summarise the key messages of a text
…make predictions about what may happen next in a
text
…continue to develop reading fluency

Y3 non-topic related learning
As mathematicians we will…
…identify, represent and estimate numbers using
different representations
…find 10 or 100 more or less
...recognise the place value of a 3-digit number
…compare and order numbers up to 1000
…read and write numbers up to 1000
…count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100
…add and subtract numbers mentally and using
written methods of columnar addition and
subtraction
…solve problems, including missing number
problems, using number facts and place value

As computer programmers we will…
… develop our coding skills using Code Studio
…ensure we are being safe online
…use QR codes to research historical information

In our Rights Respecting Schools work we will…
…learn about Article 11: Government to stop
children being abducted/ taken out of the country.
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As writers we will…
… develop sentence structure to use more than
one clause
… demonstrate use of conjunctions
…use and spell common exception words in
independent writing
… write a range of fiction and non-fiction texts
linked to our class book including nonchronological reports, diary entries and
information texts

In PSHE we will…
…discuss selfless acts and how to be kind to others
…learn what to do in an emergency
…honour others for their kindness
…listen to one another and respect each other’s
views
…learn about keeping personal information private

As scientists we will…
…know that there are different types of rock
…describe properties of rocks
…compare and contrast properties of rocks
…identify rocks by comparing to samples
…compare and group different rocks based on
their appearance and physical properties
…describe how sedimentary rocks are formed
…describe how fossils are formed
…describe how rocks can be weathered

As athletes we will…
… practise and select dance moves to portray
changes in human behaviour during the Stone Age
…improvise dance moves from stimuli and
remember and repeat routines
…share routines with small groups
…use passing and throwing skills in tag rugby
…apply skills into game situations

In Spanish we will…
… learn greetings – How are you? What is your
name?
…learn numbers 1 – 15
…How old are you?

In RE we will…
…develop our understanding of rules and
responsibilities
…learn about the 10 Commandments

